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Abstract: In today’s world, the use of computer networks is everywhere, and to access the home
network we use the Internet. IoT networks are the new range of these networks in which we try
to connect different home appliances and try to give commands from a remote place. Access to
any device over an insecure network invites various types of attacks. User authentication can be
performed using some password or biometric technique. However, when it comes to authenticating
a device, it becomes challenging to maintain data security over a secure network such as the Internet.
Many encryptions and decryption algorithms assert confidentiality, and hash code or message
authentication code MAC is used for authentication. Traditional cryptographic security methods
are expensive in terms of computational resources such as memory, processing capacity, and power
consumption. They are incompatible with the Internet of Things devices that have limited resources.
Although automatic Device-to-Device communication enables new potential applications, the limited
resources of the networks’ machines and devices impose various constraints. This paper proposes a
home device authentication scheme when these are accessed from a remote place. An authentication
device is used for the home network and controller device to control home appliances. Our scheme
can prevent various attacks such as replay attacks, server spoofing, and man-in-the-middle attack.
The proposed scheme maintains the confidentiality and authenticity of the user and devices in
the network. At the same time, we check the system in a simulated environment, and the results
show that the network’s performance does not degrade much in terms of delay, throughput, and
energy consumed.

Keywords: authentication; confidentiality; internet of things; cryptography; security

1. Introduction

In today’s world, the use of the Internet is everywhere. It has become an integral part
of our lives. A computer network is the basis of digital communication. There are many
problems related to network security and cyber security. Whereas network security con-
cerns the protection of essential network software and hardware, cyber security’s primary
concern is the security of websites and servers and data transfer between communicating
parties. Two predominant concerns are confidentiality and authenticity. Confidentiality
makes sure that data traveling between the devices over the network is not disclosed and
seen by untrusted parties. Authenticity verifies the origin of the data. In today’s computer
network communication, authenticating the users is very important, as different types of
attacks are on the user’s privacy, such as security concerns. Using network services is also
essential, as some paid services require proper authentication of the user [1]. There are
many cryptographic techniques to achieve confidentiality and authenticity in computer
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network and website security. Message digests, encryption, and decryption are used for
these purposes [2]. In the cyber world, there are different types of communication between
clients and servers, and authentication is the process of verifying two communication
parties. There are different types of communication, such as client to server or peer to
peer [3].

It is vital to protect the physical and logical barriers between the data, software,
services, and the rest of the world. This is one of the parts of a multi-layered data protection
technique known as defense-in-depth [4]. The Internet has altered our reality by becoming
a global means of communication; it has transformed communication to the point where we
now use it as our primary way of communication. The Internet of Things (IoT) has forced
new research to secure these IoT devices and to use conventional classical cryptography to
protect data exchanges by applying mathematical approaches to minimize assaults, such as
eavesdropper attacks [5].

Machine authentication is beneficial since it confirms that the device connecting to
the network is a simple corporate device. In today’s society, it is likely to be a laptop
connected to a wireless or wired network. Person authentication is the process of a user
authenticating themselves to the network. Authentication, such as machine authentication,
may be performedvia certificates or credentials. The user certificate is usually downloaded
to the computer when a user registers for the first time.

On the other hand, machine authentication falls short when users share computers [6].
You cannot apply multiple privileges, such as VLANs, based on who is using the computer
since only the machine is authenticated, not the user. Here is a terrible example: a student
at a school logs onto a teacher’s computer. Because the device is shared, students and
teachers might share the same network. If a teacher previously used the computer, the
student now has access to the instructor’s network, which is rarely good [7].

1.1. Attacks on IoT and Computer Networks

In some networks, authentication servers are installed and perform multi-factor au-
thentication by checking some questions, such as who you are, what you have, who you
know, where you are, and what you do? A third-party authentication server can be expen-
sive or inexpensive. However, some vulnerabilities exist in the system, and the following
are the common attacks on computer networks [8].

1. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. This attack is fired by an attacker by
sending bulk requests to busy the server so that it is not available to legitimate users.
Attackers send fake bulk requests from different computers, so the server is busy
processing that and real users are not allowed to use the services. The attack is due to
user authentication and can be prevented by challenging users, such as captcha [9].

2. Man-in-the-Middle attacks. An attacker intercepts the communication and transmits
an altered message to the receiver in this attack. The attacker receives the receiver’s
message and sends a modified message to the sender in a man-in-the-middle attack.
Both the sender and the recipient believe they are communicating with one another.
In this case, either eavesdropping or mimicking one of the participants creates the
illusion of a continuous flow of information.

3. Code and SQL injection attacks. SQL injection, often known as SQLI, is a frequent
attack vector in which malicious SQL code alters backend databases and gains infor-
mation that should not be displayed. A user can gain access to illegal data by sharing
facial information. A SQL server provides all results if the condition is proper. A
user can build an always-true query condition and choose unpermitted data. This
information might range from sensitive corporation information to usage lists to
private customer information.

4. Privilege escalation. A privilege escalation assault occurs when a person acquires
illegal access to greater levels of rights or privileges than they are supposed to have.
This attack’s perpetrators might be an external threat actor or an insider. A critical
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stage in the cyberattack chain is to exploit a privilege escalation vulnerability, such as
a system flaw, misconfiguration, or insufficient access controls [10].

5. Insider threats. An insider threat is a risky insider attack on a company that comes
from within the organization. Examples include employees, former employees, con-
tractors, or business partners who have inside knowledge of the company’s security
procedures, information, and computer systems. An insider attack poses a greater
threat than an external attack. Anyone who has the right to access system resources
is vulnerable to attacks. For instance, a person might harbor animosity toward a
former employer or a dishonest worker who gives away trade secrets to a rival. In
comparison to other attackers, turn cloaks have an advantage because they are knowl-
edgeable about a company’s security policies, procedures, and weaknesses. Inside
intruders can exploit the access provided because they are more knowledgeable about
the system.

6. Wireless security: It becomes very difficult to secure a wireless network as the medium
is the air, and data are transferred using a low-frequency radio channel. Anybody can
attach to the access point using an appropriate device as access points are sending
signals in every direction. Managing the access of these devices must be carefully
designed, and admins have to authenticate every user accessing the network. Wireless
security authentication can be local authentication if a third-party server is not used
due to privacy or the admin does not believe a third-party device.

7. Unauthorized access. A security breach occurs when an attacker gains access to a
network without obtaining authorization. A physical attack may be on a network
where a person compromises the node and accesses all the data, such as key and key
generation functions stored on the node. Some of the attacks on the networks are
eavesdropping, privilege escalation attack, and brute-force attack.

1.2. Authentication Techniques and Protocol for Networks

1. RADIUS: Remote Authentication Dial-in Service is a centralized authentication for
users on different networking devices and server authentication Remote VPN access
802.1X network access. This service provider also authenticates machines. Machine-
to-machine authentication is very venerable as some external software can be set in
the device. The service is available on almost any operating server. By activating this
service, a network administrator authenticates users on the devices that are connected
to the system [11].

2. TACAC + S: Terminal access controller access control system is a networking au-
thentication scheme that provides user authentication for devices with centralized
authentication and permission management. This system is a scheme for new users
from remote-place connections with any UNIX server. Allow/deny methods with au-
thentication keys that match users’ and TACACS users’ passwords. A new version of
TACACS, TACACS+, released in 1993, is an authentication method for network devices.

3. LDAP (lightweight directory access protocol): It contains information about user
devices. It uses the active Windows directory or Apple directory. The lightweight
directory access protocol (LDAP) is an open-source standard application protocol that
allows users to access and manage dispersed directory information services through
an Internet Protocol network. Because LDAP is a protocol, it does not affect how
directory applications work [12]. This protocol stores user information and grants
access to just those users who have registered with the system. Instead, it is a type of
language that enables consumers to discover the information they require. Because
LDAP is vendor-neutral, it may be utilized with many directory applications. A
directory usually contains the following types of information. Descriptive; an asset is
defined by several factors, including its name and location. Static; the data does not
change frequently, and the changes are minor. It is valuable; data in the directory are
crucial to fundamental business processes and are often accessed. LDAP is sometimes
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used in conjunction with other systems throughout the workday. Employees may use
LDAP to connect to printers or check credentials [13].

4. Network authentication protocol (Kerberos): Kerberos is the authentication protocol
for internal networks. In this protocol, there are two servers used. One is the authenti-
cation server, AS, and one is the ticket granted server, TGT. A user that wants access
to any service in the network should authenticate itself to AS and generate a ticket to
access the services. This protocol prevents on-path or replay attacks. This is integrated
on Window 2000 and some other operating systems [14].

5. SSO with Kerberos: Used to authenticate cloud services as well. When it comes to
implementing security in a wireless network, key distribution is one of the most
common issues [15]. If every node has the same key and one of them is compromised
or evil, the key for the whole network will be exposed. If each node has a separate
key, it will be exceedingly difficult to maintain all of the keys due to the many devices.
In the case of the pool key distribution, if each node has a limited number of keys,
the network connection will suffer. If each node is given a more significant number
of keys, network resiliency will suffer. The benefit of public-key cryptography is
that it generally has many resources in demand. The multi-path random essential
pre-distribution approach cannot fully protect the system. The Kerberos network can
authenticate LDAP.

6. IEEE 802.1x: Based on hardware port network access control protocol. It works as
a physical layer and a data link layer. This protocol standard is used in conjunction
with an access database portal. It is also used in VPNs as the constrictor can talk to the
RADIUS server. This authentication scheme makes the access of systems standardized,
and any CISCO device can support it with tacacs+.

7. EAP: extensible authentication protocol integrated with IEEE 802.1x. To prevent
access to a network from authenticating access, this protocol is used. This protocol is
very strong and uses DES. The newer version of it uses the AES. It also uses MD5 and
SHA-1 for authentication. It also includes the IEEE802.1 standard protocol. It is used
in LAN device authentication. IEEE 802.1X describes the extensible authentication
protocol (EAP) encapsulation over IEEE 802.11, sometimes known as “EAP over LAN”
or EAPOL. It provides an authentication mechanism to devices wishing to attach to a
LAN or WLAN.

1.3. Security Challenges in IoT

Implementing Internet of Things-based solutions is challenging because of a lack
of standard security and privacy protections, expensive sensor costs, and short battery
life. Although Internet of Things-based solutions are being adopted at a low rate, further
research is needed to understand why IoT solutions are being used in limited numbers in
other industries. There are many difficulties related to the Internet of Things, which are
as follows.

1. Privacy and Security: Privacy is the leading cause of concern and difficulty for any
technological development in today’s society, which is especially true for social media.
When there is a public website thathas many connected users, it is very necessary to
maintain privacy. To attack the system, a variety of techniques are possible. These in-
clude restricting network availability, providing misleading information to networks,
and obtaining personal information. It is impossible to enforce a proper privacy and
security system using the now available technologies. Because the Internet of Things
uses a variety of item identification technologies, such as RFID and 2D barcodes, it
must offer adequate privacy protections and prevent unwanted access [16].

2. Data Storage and Intelligence: Cleaning, analyzing, and understanding the massive
amounts of data collected by sensors is another difficulty in developing IoT appli-
cations. To create smart IoT applications, the data gathered by IoT devices must be
appropriately maintained and utilized. To accomplish automated decision-making,
IoT can be used for data collection and analysis. Wireless Sensor Networks are being
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investigated as a method for data analysis. These networks exchange data between
sensor nodes, which are then sent to a distributed system to analyze the sensory data
collected [17].

3. Quality of Service: Throughput and bandwidth are the two most important factors
that influence the quality of service (QoS) of IoT applications. Data generated by
the Internet of Things (IoT) ranges from sensors linked to machine components or
environmental monitors to the words we shout at our smart speakers in enormous
numbers. Because of restrictions in resource allocation and management capabilities in
shared wireless media, the devices will need a specific frequency in order to transmit
data across the wireless medium. Another major research subject in cloud computing
is quality of service, which will become more essential as the data and tools required
for the Internet of Things become more readily available on the cloud [18].

4. Interoperability and Standardization: There is a lack of interoperability, platform
fragmentation, and widely accepted technological standards in the IoT networks.
While developing apps that will work consistently across diverse technical ecosystems,
it is critical to consider the broad range of Internet of Things devices accessible, both
in hardware variances and changes in the software that runs on them. Given the fact
that there will be a plethora of device makers in the future, technologies and services
that are accessible for one device may become unavailable for other devices within
the same period of time. Consequently, the standardization of all network objects and
sensor devices is essential to improve interoperability [19].

5. Object’s safety and security: It is difficult and potentially dangerous for attackers to
access the Internet of Things due to the enormous number of perceptual objects spread
across a vast deployment area. The things may be rendered unusable or physically
damaged if the attackers get access to the goods.

1.4. Research Contributions

The following is the most significant contribution made by this study:

• Introduction of a generalized authentication method for low-power IoT devices to
improve security in remote access scenarios.

• We investigate the most common authentication methods for low-power devices and
discover the drawbacks of the available authentication methods.

• The proposed scheme explains the detailed working of the proposed authentication
scheme for low-power devices and analyzes the performance.

1.5. Organization of the Paper

After the relevant research introduction in the area of IoT device authentication,
Section 2 discusses the existing device authentication schemes available for IoT networks.
Section 3 contains an explanation of our proposed system, and in Section 4, we give the
security analysis and performance of the suggested scheme. Finally, in Section 5, we bring
this paper to a close by providing a conclusion as well as future research opportunities.

2. Related Work

For the low-energy device, it is very difficult to implement security. All the access to
the device or the network is through the Internet, so it is necessary to authenticate the user
and maintain confidentiality. Different types of encryption-decryption algorithms are used
in cryptography. Secret keys are used in these encryption-decryption algorithms. These
secret keys are only shared between communication parties. The process of distributing
and maintaining these keys is known as key management. It is difficult to create a single
key scheme that can be used for networks with varying topologies. Many key sensor
network management techniques that meet the majority of the requirements have been
developed. In addition to other security concerns, key management should consider the
sensor node’s limited energy and processing. As a result, any approach should be as light
in terms of storage and processing as feasible. It should not concentrate all of its efforts on
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the first setup. In [20], the SPINS protocol, suggested by the author. was one of the first
protocols for low-energy devices’ security. In this approach, the base station serves as the
key distribution center, or KDC, and two nodes can use the KDC to create a pairwise key.

The scheme discussed in [21] works in a client–server way. When the device wants to
connect to the server, it requests and sends a challenge the device has to solve and send
to the server. Another technique for server authentication given in [22] is a space-time
authentication technique and a location-based technique that employs a GPS to determine
the position. The second approach uses IQRF, unique communication technology for
position determination.

In [23], the author proposed a technique based on data analysis, and this scheme takes
the advantages of opportunistically leveraging physical layer characteristics and applying
intelligence to authentication; new authentication systems based on machine learning
algorithms provide more efficient security provisioning. There are other machine learning
paradigms available for use with parametric and non-parametric learning algorithms, as
well as supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning algorithms.

In 2018, another algorithm was provided in [24], and a secure and efficient multi-factor
device authentication scheme was proposed. The proposed concept uses digital signatures
and device capabilities to authenticate a device. In the presented technique, a machine
will be allowed into the network only if multi-factor authentication has been successfully
established; otherwise, the authentication process will fail, and the entire authentication
procedure will be redone.

Another technique is given in [25] based on human biometrics. A per-packet authen-
tication is a research approach in which security mechanisms should be established to
ensure the authentication of a specific network flow. User biometrics are used for authenti-
cation and fall under the category of “something you have.” The author applies biometric
techniques to apply per-packet authentication rules in highly dynamic contexts.

In [26], a mutual authentication technique for low-energy devices was given, in which
each node in a WSN is assigned a Medium Access Control (MAC) address in order to
register with the nearest cluster head (CH) or base station module. Offline registration is
used to validate the legitimacy of both lawful nodes and base stations in a live network.
The suggested technique eliminates the black-hole attack problem since an invader node
must register with both the gateway and its neighbors, which is impossible. To increase the
acquired authenticity, confidentiality, and integrity data, a hybrid data encryption strategy,
elliptic curve integrated encryption standard (ECIES), and an elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman
problem (ECDDHP) are utilized [27].

By studying the different strategies for IoT network security, we discovered that
the schemes mostly concentrate on security rather than network performance [28]. The
Internet of Things (IoT) is employed in a range of applications, including smart cities, traffic
management, ambulance communication, and at home. These gadgets also raise a plethora
of security concerns. This is because the industry is young, and manufacturers and sellers
are more concerned with features; making devices have a more promising future and a
speedier market debut. However, for hackers, this may result in million-dollar breaches [29].
At the moment of conception, security is not a priority. If a hacker compromises a tiny IoT
device, the hacker has access to the whole infrastructure, including the sensitivity date.
Therefore, there is a need for a lightweight authentication scheme for these low-power
devices that also have the same performance level [30].

3. Proposed Scheme

In this section, we explain the proposed scheme and the implementation of the scheme.
IoT device manufacturers consider connectivity and performance, but they are uncon-
cerned about the device’s security, making the device vulnerable to various attacks. Before
accepting any instruction, this technique performs the appropriate authentication of users
and provides access control; as a result, it is capable of preventing a significant number of
assaults on IoT networks. The proposed scheme has to preserve data transfer security and
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provide user authentication. A user can control the home device from anywhere using a
mobile or laptop and an Internet connection. A central controller or authentication device
is used to control the communication between the user and the device. The controller is the
main source that has processing capability for data and transmission. The notations used
in the work are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Notations.

Symbol Meaning

AD Authentication Device
CD Controlling Device
UD User device
HA Home Appliances
SK Session Key
Kp Private Kay
Ku Pubic Key

En(K,M) Message M encrypted with Key K
TS Time Stamp

Network Model and Adversarial Model: The network model is given in Figure 1. A
user wants to operate the home device from a remote location. The user uses the Internet
to send a command to the home appliances. The Internet channel may be insecure, and
an attacker may impersonate themself as an authenticated user and try to access the
home devices.
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Figure 1. Home IoT Network.

User Registration: The algorithm to authenticate home devices requires that the user
device must first have some small software that has a public-private key pair with the
authentication device. This step (Scheme 1) is offline and may be considered as the user
registration with the authentication device (AD).
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Scheme 1. User Sends the Request to the AD.

The user wants to access appliances in the home. Appliances can be anything, such
as a bulb, tube light, fan, AC, fridge, or geyser. A home appliance is represented by HA.
There are three parties involved in the communication; theauthentication device, AD; the
controller, CD; and the user. Before creating the connection over the Internet, it the user
device uses an algorithm to generate the public key with the help of the user’s password
that can be used by an authentication server as a Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI).

1. The user sends the request to an authenticated device for login. This authentication
request is sent using a secure public-key encryption algorithm, such as RSA, and
the AD authenticates the user by the public/private key pair shared offline at the
time of user registration. It gives the same level of security provided by publickey
cryptography.

2. The authenticator device generates a session key and performs the following;

a. Alice identity and Session Key are encrypted by a symmetric shared key with a
controller device called the Authentication Coupon (AC).

b. The Authentication Device sends the Session key and encrypted AC with the
User public key to the user.

c. The Authentication Device sends the Timestamp, Authentication Coupon, and
user Identity to the Controller Device.

Above mentioned steps are shown in Scheme 2.
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Scheme 2. The AD sends the coupon to the user.

3. The user device requests the controller device to access HA with an Authentication
Coupon AC. The controlling device performs the following;

a. Decrypt the coupon with the shared key of AD and finds the identity of the
user.

b. The Controlling Device already has the AC, user identity, and time of request.
c. The Controlling Device checks and authenticates the user and sends the com-

mand to HA.
d. The Controller Device adds the entry in the log list record.

Above mentioned steps are shown in Scheme 3.
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Scheme 4. CD sends the command to HA.

4. Security and Performance Analysis

The security protocol must have strong user authentication and confidentiality of
transmitted data. A security protocol may ensure very strong security in the network, but
sometimes, it degrades the network’s performance. A security protocol must be attack
resistant and should be able to stop and prevent various attacks by an adversary. We
analyze the scheme on three different types of parameters [31]. First, it has to have an
efficient level of security to effectively offer protection and meet all of the standards for
safety. Second, it must prevent all known attacks on the system and should not leave any
vulnerability in the system. Third, at the same time, it should not degrade the system’s
performance. We check that the protocol provides sufficient security, prevents all types of
attacks, and gives good performance. The authentication message transitions are shown in
Figure 2.
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4.1. Security Efficiency and Verification

The security of the scheme only depends on encryption algorithms that are very
secure, such as RSA and triple DES. All of the communication is secured between the user
and the authenticating server and between the user and the controlling device [32]. We
usethe security protocol animator for AVISPA for protocol verification. We implement user
authentication to AD and transmissions between the AD and the controller CD. The results
are satisfactory, and some of the statics are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Verification Statistics.

Parameter Output

Parse Time 0.05 s
Search Time 1.2 s

Depth 12
Translation 222 States

Computation 0.45 s
Reachable 234 States

Authentication: Authentication is provided by the method of a public key shared
between the authenticating device and the user device. This process must be completed
offline, and a secure public key for authentication can be setup between the authentication
device and the user’s device [27]. For this purpose, no authority certificate is required, as
this public key or certificate is never going over any Internet or insecure channel.

Authentication between the user and controlling device is provided by an authenti-
cation coupon generated by the authentication device. The information is also sent to the
appliance device with a time stamp that stops any replay attack.

Confidentiality: A session key is generated by the authentication device, and all the
communication between users or AS and the user and controlling device is secured by
this session key. This confidentiality technique uses AES or DES. It is as secure as these
algorithms. The encryption algorithm is very secure, and the only problem is sharing the
key or the authentication of the public key. All the shared keys are encrypted by the public
key, and the public key is authenticated offline and never revealed without physically
challenging the authentication device. Therefore, it is as secure as the physical security of
the authentication device [33].

4.2. Attacks Resistance

The scheme provides resistance from various known attacks and prevents any adver-
sary from taking advantage of venerability. We analyze the scheme against various attacks
and give logical explanations of different attacks. The verification results are shown in
Figure 3.

Replay Attack: When an appliance device is accessed by the authenticated user, the
controller also stores the information and access used and maintains the log and backup for
future use. A request coming to the controller to access the device can only come through
the authentication device. The same information is also sent by the authentication device
with a time stamp. This time stamp sharing between the AD and CD is used to stop replay
attacks. We can use a backup log to analyze the different activities of the user, or Machine
Learning can be used to analyze the behavior of the user.

Man-in-the-Middle attack: A man-in-the-middle attack is a form of active wiretap-
ping in which the attacker intercepts and selectively modifies communicated data to
masquerade as one or more of the entities involved in a communication association. This
process for authentication is started by a key being shared by devices. A password is
used to authenticate the user, but we have to also authenticate the devices. Therefore,
this communication is started by the user and the used device [34]. The communication
between the user and AD on an insecure channel is encrypted by the public key shared
between the user and AD. This process is completely offline, so there is no chance of this
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key compromization or an authentication problem. All the subsequent keys are encrypted
by this public key, and the authentication process is completed, which stops this type
of attack.
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Masquerade: An attacker may reveal the identity of a legitimate user and claim that
I am the person who can access the device. To stop this type of attack, authentication is
required, and the whole process is about authentication. The authentication techniques are
provided by RSA or MD5 algorithms [35]. Therefore, if the first part of the communication
is secure and a public key is securely exchanged and authenticated, it all depends on the
algorithm’s strangeness.

Server Spoofing: An attacker may divert the traffic from the user to a fake server by
server spoofing and getting user information or credentials. Any spoofed server does not
know the keys used by the AD, and the scheme is as secure as the physical security of the
authentication device. All the data coming from the user is encrypted by the public key of
the server and only the AD can decrypt it with the private key.

Offline Password Guessing: The instruction of strong passwords is given by various
security agencies, and if a user chooses a strong password, it is difficult to guess. Moreover,
it is recommended to change the password at regular intervals. In the proposed scheme, the
password is set offline initially at the time of registration and may be extended by choosing
another online method of password changing, such as email or OTP verification.

User impersonation: A user is a person who wants to give the commands to the
home device, and an attacker may impersonate the user and claim to be an authenticated
user. A user can communicate with the AD only if the password is offline resisted by the
AD. Therefore, it is not possible for anyone to obtain the user’s password, and when it is
transferred over the Internet, it is protected by the private–public key of the user’s device
and the authentication device.

4.3. Simulation and Performance Analysis

The performance of the network depends on various parameters; delay, jitter, band-
width, and packet drops. After implementing security in any network, the performance of
the network may slow down. The security technique must be strong enough to stop the
various types of attacks and must not degrade the performance of the networks.
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Computation Overhead: The proposed scheme is implemented in NS3 with different
cryptographic methods and calculatesthe computation overhead for various communicat-
ing devices. A simulation is set up with a User, Authentication Device, and Controlling
Device. The user uses a high-energy device, such as a laptop or desktop, so there are
no energy and computation limitations for the user. The AD and CD are implemented
within 10,000 square meters with a transmission range Tx Range 20DB and initial energy
of 1 mJ. Message sizes of 100 to 300 Bytes are sent between entities. We use different
encryption methods (AES-128 bit, SHA-1) for different security strengths. The computation
overheadsfor different entities are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Computation Overhead.

Cryptographic Scheme AES SHA-1

User 0.001975 ms 0.001135 ms
AD 0.003945 ms 0.002135 ms
CD 0.004155 ms 0.002511 ms

Delay in different encryption: Figure 4 depicts the delay in various encryption
schemes and key sizes. The proposed scheme is implemented in NS3 with the above
parameters to test the delay and packet drop rate. RSA has a high delay and provides high
security according to the computation time required for different encryption methods. We
found that the network’s performance was slowed, but this is insignificant compared to
providing security.
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Storage Overhead and Energy Efficiency: Storage and energy requirements for the
scheme are given in the Table 4, and check that less storage is required compared to other
existing schemes. The energy requirements for the scheme may be slightly high, but the
security provided is high. We run the simulation in various scenarios and check the energy
spent with security and without security. A maximum of 1 Mb of memory is required
to store the keys, and some is computation required, as shown in the previous table. We
separately analyze our proposed scheme on the plate against security attacks and find it
robust against various attacks. We check our scheme in the NS3 simulator and calculate
and compare storage cost and computation cost. We also check the communication cost.
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Table 4. Storage and Energy Requirements.

Device Message Storage (Bits) Energy (mJ)

UD 525 0.196
AD 235 0.31
CD 235 0.247
HA 95 0.2116

We implement the scheme and measure energy expenditure for different devices, as
shown in Figure 5. The graph in Figure 5 shows the energy consumption with and without
security for individual devices. With 1 mJ initial energy maximum energy expenditure
in the authentication device, the energy consumption of this scheme is calculated via
the average remaining energy in a device and the energy required for encryption and
decryption. Insecure methods, a device sends a message after encryption, which consumes
more energy than an insecure scheme.
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5. Conclusions

Use of the Internet, Wi-Fi, or 5G technology to access different personal devices or
cloud storage is very common nowadays [36]. We use the Internet to access our personal
devices, office networks, office mail servers, or laptops. Authenticating users is very impor-
tant to prevent data from getting into the wrong hands. Therefore, various authentication
techniques are used to authenticate the user. We develop the authentication technique that
mainly relies on asymmetric key cryptography. The scheme is checked against various
attacks and gives good results. This scheme can be implemented with IoT networks and
works well in a diluted network. We proposed a scheme for home device authentication
using public-key cryptography. The scheme is used to send commands to home devices
securely. The results show that the proposed scheme is secure, and it prevents many attacks.
The authenticating device and controlling device check every step and scheme and also
prevents the server spoofing scheme. Biometric authentication enhances authentication,
although it necessitates the purchase of additional gear. Authentication technology is
continually changing, and as technology advances, companies must consider authentica-
tion and passwords to improve the user experience. Because of enhanced authentication
procedures and technology, attackers will be unable to exploit passwords, and security may
be improved.
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